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HOD 747 Organization Change and Development
An on-line / intensive seminar offered by
Frank J. Barrett and Michael R. Manning
Overview
This on-line will acquaint you with the field of organization change and the practice of
organization development. This is a field that is closely linked to Fielding’s focus on the
scholar practitioner and the history of Fielding is linked intimately to the founders’ values
in the field of OD.
Successful completion of the seminar will meet the overview and depth requirement for
HOD 747. The online seminar will run from Feb 1 through July 1. Each student must
write his/her own assessment contract; each is expected to contract with both Mike and
Frank.
Bennis makes a distinction between theories of change (which focuses on how
organizations change and factors that produce change) and theories of changing (which
focuses on how change can be brought about and managed in organizations). Planned
change emphasizes the role of the change agent, how change is conceived and
implemented, how it can be accomplished through one’s theories of changing.
Unplanned change is not a deliberate human accomplishment or the result of guiding an
organization in a desired direction. Theories of unplanned change acknowledge that
change unfolds in its own right. Macro organization theory, such as population ecology
and institutional theory imply that change is difficult if not impossible to manage;
nevertheless these perspectives provide helpful insights. Micro and meso oriented
theories have implications and insights that can be turned into practice. In this seminar
we will study both planned and unplanned change.
Representations and typologies depicting planned change approaches vary. Some
emphasize the level of planned change as first or second order; some emphasize degree of
change (incremental or radical); others emphasize the target of planned change; others the
pace of change; or the tempo of change (episodic or continuous).
Structure of Seminar
The seminar will be divided into three modules.
For each of these modules you are expected to choose two articles (listed under each
module below) in which you write a precis for each of the articles. In addition, you will
write a short position paper that addresses one of the guiding questions that is posed for
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each module (see below). The questions are designed so that you should draw upon the
précis of your colleagues and include articles that you haven’t read directly.
A précis is an abstract, a synopsis – it is not a critique of the article or your personal
views (see Appendix I for guidelines on "What is a précis"). In addition, each student
will serve as a topic facilitator for one of the modules and will also write a summary
/critique of all the postings for that module. Given our numbers, two modules will have
at least two facilitators.
Module Overview and Guiding Questions
1.) Write and post a précis of the reading material you chose. For each module each
student will read two journal articles from the list and write and post a précis for each of
the articles. We suggest that students self-organize so that you cover a variety of articles
and perspectives for each module. Please do not choose an article if a classmate has
already chosen it.
2.) Read the précis that your seminar mates have written. For each module students will
write a 5-7 page paper that addresses the question you choose pertaining to the
corresponding module. In responding to this question, please draw upon the articles you
have read and the précis of your colleagues.
We provide guiding questions for each module. This paper should grapple with the
issues raised in the module topic and draw upon the articles you have read, and the précis
that your classmates have written. Please do not simply respond to these questions by
offering opinions or relying upon your own experiences in organizations. Your responses
should flow from the literature you are reading for this seminar. We have designed this
seminar so that you will be able to practice the art of writing literature reviews. It is not
appropriate to solely cite your experience as a consultant or the opinion you have formed
after years as a manager, -- although this becomes an indispensable and rich source of
data for your applied. These experiences may be salient and may be cited as anecdotal
(and certainly could be part of our threaded discussions for each module), but you should
primarily seek to address this question by drawing upon concepts, theories, research from
the literature. (One of our core purposes for these papers is to help you develop skills
needed to write literature reviews).
Two (or more) of you will serve as topic facilitators for each module. Please self
organize to determine who will facilitate each module and how you will organize your
responses to maximize your own learning and the learning of others. Facilitators are
expected to help generate on-line dialogue in regard to the topic. Your task is to be
seminar leaders, to lift up the scholarly tone of discussions, keep people engaged and on
topic, read all of the postings, including the précis of various articles, and write a
summary /critique of the issues raised by the student papers -- pay attention to the
multiple threads, paradoxes, contradictions, and under developed themes. In addition,
you might construe your role as provocateurs – posing leading questions that stretch the
dialogue in challenging directions.
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The facilitators for each module are also requested to help organize and facilitate a
conference call with the entire group after all of the papers have been posted and the
facilitator paper has been posted. Be sure to work with the group to find a time that all of
us can talk.
Frank and Mike will be present “in the background” throughout each module. We will
not be responding to every post, but will make public comments about over-all discussion
themes. At the end of each module, we will send each of you individual feedback and
often will write a short piece for the group as a whole that reflects upon the module
dialogue. In this sense, this seminar is designed to reflect a doctoral seminar as closely as
possible, given the limitations of the virtual environment. The success of this on-line
seminar is largely dependent upon your own self-organization.
Questions for Module Papers.
Module 1: Change as Continuous
For your module 1 paper, please respond to the following question:
There seems to be two threads in the research on change. One body of research focuses
on change as incremental, continuous, emergent, and improvisational. The other body of
research focuses on episodic, discontinuous, second order change. Drawing upon this
research, what is the nature of continuous, incremental change and how does it differ
from episodic or discontinuous change?
Tasks for Module 1:
Each student should post 2 precis by March 1
Each student should post a paper addressing their question by March 8
Facilitators should respond by March 11
Module 2: Episodic or Discontinuous Change
Your paper should address the following question:
What is the nature of episodic or discontinuous change and how does it differ from a
“continuous change” framework?
Tasks for Module 2:
Each student should post the 2 précis by April 10
Each student should post the paper addressing their chosen question(s) above by April 17
Facilitators should respond by April 20
Module 3: Planned Change
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Choose one of these questions/issues for your paper:
1. Which intervention methods appear to be appropriate for different targets of change
(work groups, employee empowerment, etc) and why?
2. Choose three intervention methods and compare and contrast the theory of change, the
target of change, the role of the change agent / facilitator in each approach. Discuss the
strengths and weaknesses of each and also discuss the appropriate “targets” for each
intervention. Identify assumptions, beliefs, methods, outcomes, etc.
4. Within the last fifteen years large group interventions and whole systems change
methods have been introduced. How do these methods differ from or are similar to the
more traditional action research strategies (survey feedback, teambuilding, STS design)?
What are the dynamics of large groups that one might need to understand?
5. Discuss the concept of “resistance” in understanding organizational change, how it has
been understood in research, how it has influenced practice, and how it might limit our
understanding.
6. Discuss the role of emotions in processes of change, the role emotions might play. Is
there a difference between positive and negative emotions in creating change? Do
emotions need to be managed? If so, how do interventionists and executives “manage”
emotions to effectively create organizational change?
7. What role does participation play in organizational change? How critical is this to
effective change? When might participation not be important to organizational change?
How can we manage the practicality between change and involvement and making
decisions and taking action? Be sure and define what you mean by participation and link
it to concepts from the literature of this (and previous) module(s).
Tasks for Module 3:
Each student should post the 2 précis by May 20
Each student should post the paper addressing their chosen question(s) above by May 28
Facilitators should respond by June 2
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Appendix I: What is a précis
A précis is a short analytical summary of a piece of intellectual work. "Précis" is really
another word for an "abstract", except that it places more emphasis on logical structure.
We believe that the writing of précis – and developing one's ability to do so – is a vital
intellectual skill, because it involves having to grapple with, understand, internalize, and
master an argument, theoretical position, set of ideas, or piece of research. It is a way of
achieving deep understanding and expanding the scope of one's mind to really
incorporate the ideas and material with which one is working. A good definition of a
précis is given at http://www.csub.edu/~pnewberry/hst4_305/Syl305.html (website
currently unavailable):
"Abstract (or précis): An abstract follows the logical order, not the spatial order of the
argument. In an abstract you identify the main point(s) of an argument and then show
how these points are developed and supported based on their logical support or
importance for the conclusion rather than their spatial order in the work. An effective
précis retains the logic, development, and argument of the original in much shorter form."
The point here is the emphasis on logical, not spatial order. That is, you have to figure
out what the logical structure is, independently of the way it is presented in the text. For
example, the text might be organized in this sequence: Point A – Point B – Point C.
But, on reflection, you might decide that Point B is really the main idea, and that point A
and point C are really part of the argument for Point B. So your précis might then be
organized as Point B – Point A – Point C, beginning with the main idea and then showing
the supporting ideas.. Or it might be organized as Point C -- Point A – Point B, showing
how Points C and A lead logically to Point B. This is for you to decide in each case
based on what you think is the underlying logical structure and what you think is the most
effective, economical way of presenting it.
A second important point is that a précis should be completely devoid of your own
opinions or reactions to the text. The focus is on what is objectively there in the text, not
what is subjectively there in your reaction to it. A précis is, in a way, like an x-ray of the
text. It is impersonal. Your individuality is expressed in your ingenuity in putting it
together logically and concisely, not through admixture of your own opinions. In the
seminar itself there will be opportunity for people's reactions to and thoughts about the
material. But knowing what is objectively in the text is a prerequisite to having one's
own reactions and opinions.
A précis should not contain quotations from the text and should, as much as possible, be
written in your own words. Being able to state a theory or piece of research in your own
words is an important prerequisite for developing one's own scholarly "voice", about
which we hear so much in the culture of the HOD program. To have a voice requires
being able to render other people's ideas in your own voice, rather than being subordinate
to or parasitical upon their specific language and style. However, in writing a précis it is
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legitimate to use technical terms that are in the original text, especially if they are terms
originated by the author.
Below is an excerpt (from http://www.csub.edu/~pnewberry/hst4_305/Syl305.html,
currently unavailable) that is a terrific piece on précis writing. In addition to stating and
explaining the basic principles of writing a précis, it gives an instructive example. It
takes a paragraph and then gives three versions of a bad précis of it, followed by one
version of a good one. We highly recommend that you consult the source (Warriner’s
English Grammar Composition: Complete Course) before writing a précis.

PRECIS
taken from http://cap.mbhs.edu/style/specificwriting.html
The following has been excerpted from Warriner's English Grammar and Composition:
Complete Course, pages 429-437.
A précis is a brief summary. Writing a précis is valuable training in composition. Since
the writing requires you to be clear and concise, you must choose your words carefully
and arrange them skillfully you get the maximum amount of meaning into the minimum
space.
In addition to its value as a writing exercise, précis work is excellent reading practice. In
order to summarize another's ideas in your own words, you must understand the idea
thoroughly.
In school and in life after school, there are many situations that call for the writing of a
brief, accurate summary of reading. You are frequently asked to prepare a summary of
what you have read in your textbook or in the library. Answers on examinations often
require a brief summary. People in business, in club work, and in social work must
prepare short digests of articles and reports.
Study the following facts about précis and the basic steps in writing.
1. A précis is a short summary. It is not a paraphrase, which merely says
in different and simpler words exactly what the passage being paraphrased has to
say. A paraphrase may be a long as the passage itself. A précis rarely is more than
one-third the length of the original selection and may be only one-fourth as long.
2. A précis gives only the "heart" of a passage. It omits repetition and such
details as examples, illustrations, and adjectives unless they are of unusual
importance.
3. A précis is written entirely in the words of the person writing it, not in the
words of the original selection. Avoid the temptation to lift long phrases and
whole sentences from the original.
4. A précis is written from the point of view of the author whose work is
being summarized. Do not begin with such expressions as "This author says" or
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"The paragraph means." Begin as though you were summarizing your own
writing.
In writing a precis proceed as follows:
1. Read carefully, sentence by sentence, the passage to be summarized. Try to
grasp the writer's main point. Spotting the topic sentence will help. Look up in the
dictionary any words whose meaning is not absolutely clear. As you read, take
brief notes to be used in your writing.
2. When you have finally decided what the author's main point is, write it out in
your own words. Do not use the wording of the original except for certain key
words which you may find indispensable. If you cannot translate the idea into
language of your own, you do not understand them very well. Be especially
careful not to rely too much on the topic sentence. Do not add any opinions or
ideas of your own.
3. Revise your writing until you are sure that you have given an accurate
summary.
4. Usually you will find your précis is too long, if it is more than one-third the
length of the original. Continue your revision until you have reduced the précis to
the proper length. In this careful revision lies the principal value of the précis as a
composition exercise. The work on reduction on pages 257-62 will be helpful to
you in shortening your précis. Don't try to get the précis into a single sentence
unless the passage is very short.
EXERCISE 1. Read the following paragraph two or three times. Then read the four
précis of it given below. Each of them illustrates one major error in précis writing.
The first thing that strikes the critical minority, as it looks at the whole cultural picture, is
that ours is a nation of new-rich people, well washed, all dressed up, rather pathetically
unsure just what it is washed and dressed up for; a nation convinced that a multitude of
material goods, standardized, furiously and expensively advertised by appeals to greed
and vanity, will in themselves make life worth the living. Because we are new-rich, we
overvalue possessions. Almost any individual who makes a great deal of money very
rapidly supposes that mere possession of wealth is evidence of worth. He also is apt to
imagine that with his means he can buy happiness. These mistakes usually seem folly to
the old-rich, to one who was born to poverty, whose father and mother were bred with it.
Such a one knows that merely because he or his friends have it, it is no sign that they are
worth it, but quite commonly the contrary. He has learned through experience that money
is not in itself very valuable stuff. Happiness, which is what all men desire, cannot be
purchased; it is an illusive something not for sale. The old-rich know these things well
enough, but the new-rich rarely discover them until they have grown accustomed to
possessions. So it seems to be with our society. We go in, almost without question and in
all classes, for the sordid nonsense of supposing that externalities possessed ennoble the
owners, that a full fist invariable indicates a fine spirit.
FAULTY PRECIS
1. Ours is a nation of new-rich people convinced that material goods will in themselves,
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make life worth the living. Any individual who makes a great deal of money rapidly
supposes that wealth is evidence of worth. He imagines that with his means he can buy
happiness. These mistakes seem folly to one born to property. He knows that because he
or his friends have it, it is no sign that they are worth it. Happiness, which all men desire,
cannot be purchased. We go in for the nonsense that a full fist indicates a fine spirit. [96
words]
Critique: Phrases and sentences merely copied from original
2. On the whole we are a nation of new-rich people who are well washed and well
dressed, but we don't know what we're washed and dressed for. Our material goods are all
standardized and expensively advertised. Advertisers appeal to our greed and vanity. We
think these material goods are the means to wealth and happiness. The old-rich know that
their friends aren't worth the money they have, but the new-rich don't know this until they
have been rich for a while. [81 words]
Critique: Précis misses point of original and emphasizes unimportant points
3. First, the critical minority says that we are a nation of new-rich people all dressed up
with no place to go. We think the material gods advertised by appeals to our greed and
vanity are what makes life worth living. Anyone who makes a lot of money thinks his
money shows his worth and believes that it will make him happy. The old rich, however,
think that these ideas are foolish. Born into a rich family with property, these people
know that money and property don't make them any better people. They know that the
opposite its frequently true. They know that money in itself isn't worth much and
that it won't buy happiness, which is the thing everyone wants. The new rich however,
don't know these things until they have been rich long enough to find them out. Almost
everyone, regardless of social class, believes that possessions make their owners better,
and the more you have the more worthy you are. This is nonsense. [163 words]
Critique: Precis is too long -nearly two-thirds the length of original
4. The critical minority says we are a nation of new-rich people who are victims of
newspaper, magazine, and television advertising which, by appealing to our greed and
vanity, tries to convince us that all we need for happiness is a lot of possessions. We don't
need most of the advertised stuff like appliances, big cars, and fur coats, but the
rest of the world judges our worth by what we have. In many other countries, people
don't have the material goods we have. We can't all be as lucky as the old-rich, who don't
have to worry about money because they already have it. [104 words]
Critique: Writer of précis has injected his own ideas
ACCEPTABLE PRECIS
Critics of American culture see us as a new-rich people who, because we are new-rich,
think that material goods make life worth living. We think that money is an indication of
worth and that wealth brings happiness. The old-rich know better. Born to property, they
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do not believe that just because they have it, they are worth it. They know that happiness
cannot be bought. The new-rich, however, make the mistake of believing possessions
indicate the worth of their owner. [80 words]
Critique: Idea stated in précis writer's words. Less than one-third of length of original

